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FOREWARD

A

fter 27 years in senior executive management consulting, with
experience as an independent practitioner working in small boutique
firms and more recently as a partner for nine years in a large
premier global firm, I would hope to have learned a thing or two
about Leadership and Organizational Development … not
just one year of learning repeated 27 times!

My profession has come a long way. The principles and practices of Leadership and
Organizational Development have now become a mature management science for
which you can now receive a PhD. However, when I began my career in the mid80s it was really what I now consider the experimental “pop psychology” era of
the profession. The concepts of organization transformation, change management,
re-engineering, high performance teams, and culture shift were just entering the
management vocabulary.
Post-secondary schooling in such topics was only beginning to be entertained, and
only in the most progressive, albeit alternative or obscure, schools. The remnants
of social psychological groups focused on group processes, like T-groups and their
equivalent, were still more prevalent. The thought leaders: Kouzes, Posner, Bennis,
Argyris, Heifetz, Beckhard, Nadler, Block, Tushman, Schein, Jaques, Senge, and
who could leave out Peter Drucker, among many others, were all experimenting and
writing during that time – laying out an evidenced-based foundation to contemporize
the field of Leadership and Organization Development to meet the challenges of
those leading increasingly complex businesses.
I am proud to have grown up from the ground floor in the Leadership and
Organizational Development profession as it was evolving and maturing. I also feel
very fortunate to have stumbled into a field that was so aligned with my passion
and purpose of unleashing the aliveness in leaders and their organizations to serve
their customers, employees, and communities (see my entry: How I Got Started) . I
have changed my perspective and beliefs a few times over the 27 years about such
topics as what effective leadership is, what a high performance executive team and
organization should look like, how leaders develop, and what constitutes an effective
strategic planning process. I have established an informed confidence in knowing
what works and what doesn’t through curiosity, examined experience, and direct
involvement consulting to real executives within a wide variety of organizations
across many industries in several countries.
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I don’t have the discipline to write a book (I also don’t think the world needs another
leadership book) or an article (although I have previously published) that might just
gather dust in an academic journal. The pace of our professional lives has quickened
so much that deep reflection and comprehensive thought gets shoved to the side of
our desk driven by the tyranny of the urgent.
While this is regrettable today, it seems learning and reflection has to come in bitesize pieces that are pushed in front of our eyeballs and pre-frontal cortex with the
hope of attaining momentary relevance and application. Perhaps then, such brief
pieces of insight can then act as seeds planted in a fertile mind and heart to blossom
later into a fully mature practice a leader embraces as his or her own.
So here is a collection of short blog entries posted on my website,
www.swainassociates.net, roughly bi-weekly throughout 2012. I trust that you
will find some nourishing seeds in here to help you unleash your personal leadership
aliveness and that of those you serve. I welcome you to follow along with me as I
continue to blog through 2013.

“

Your first and foremost job as a leader
is to take charge of your own energy
and then orchestrate the energy of
those around you.
–Peter Drucker
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–Unknown
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“

Wild ducks make a lot
of noise, but they also
have the sense to benefit
from occasionally flying
in formation.

WHY DO SENIOR EXECUTIVES
OFTEN MAKE LOUSY TEAM LEADERS?

part one

F

rom my experience and observations over many years of working with
executive teams, I will admit that leading a senior executive team is
not easy. You have a bunch of high-strung thoroughbreds snorting
and pawing to run their own races and when the bell rings you are
often saddled with nothing but dust and commotion when it comes to
engaging them to share the leadership of the enterprise with you.

However, executive teams more often than not spin their wheels and are
dysfunctional, a condition that is entirely avoidable. Although I can’t tell you the
number of times I have heard an executive team leader, CEO, or otherwise, bemoan
the state of their ‘dysfunctional’ team only for my diagnosis to reveal that is it their
ineffective team leadership that is the key issue driving the dysfunction.
One executive leader called me in to discuss his dissatisfaction regarding his team’s
effectiveness and lack of “team playing”. In fact, he was considering making some
significant team membership changes because of this. I was surprised to find that he
was puzzled when I asked him if there were any ground rules and high-performance
team principles that the team had understood and agreed to as an enterprise team,
something I consider Team 101. He said, “No…they would think that this was below
them at their level!”
While executive team members most likely know their accountabilities related to
the function or business they run, the additional expectations as enterprise leaders
may be very ambiguous and even conflicting to them. A common yet misguided
assumption is, “Hey they are smart people – they should be able to figure out how
to work together.” WRONG.
Why do executive team leaders often think that well-known principles and practices
that govern the development of high-performing teams lower down in the
organization don’t apply to their executive team?
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WHY DO SENIOR EXECUTIVES
OFTEN MAKE LOUSY TEAM LEADERS?

A

part TWO
s I alluded to in part one of this topic it is imperative that executive
team leaders develop a set of expectations for their team members,
no matter how senior. Ideally they should do it in a way that
involves the team members themselves so the result is co-created for
shared commitment and understanding.

Any effective senior team that I have been involved with has a short set of clearly
understood operating principles for how members are expected to operate and
behave…. and also hold each other accountable to exhibit – the latter being the real
test. Some principles are as mundane as “Meeting agendas are to be sent out ahead
of time with desired outcomes for each topic” or “All material to be reviewed must
be circulated in advance of the meeting and read” or “Respond within one day of
team member’s request.”

However, others are more behavioural such as “A decision is a decision not to be
reopened” or “We speak with one voice and one team outside our meetings”. Still
others dial it up behaviourally such as “Transparency versus hidden agendas” or
“Call each other out for transgressions to team principles.” You can look at these
examples and say ho-hum – we know these…and to some degree I would agree.
However, it isn’t the phrases that mean as much as how your team members
understand them and, most importantly, how they are integrated into everyday
executive interaction to become team norms…and this is your job as the executive
team leader in two ways.
1. If you don’t role model the expectations yourself, don’t even bother having them.
As smart and senior as your team members are, they will continue to take their
cues from you. You will get what you model.
2. If transgressions of the expectations go unchallenged by you or fellow team
members, that communicates the acceptable standard related to that expectation,
which then determines the norm. High-performance teams have clearly
articulated and understood high-performance standards and are led by highperformance executive team leaders – hopefully you!
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“

None of us is as smart as all of us.
–Ken Blanchard

WHY DO SENIOR EXECUTIVES
OFTEN MAKE LOUSY TEAM LEADERS?

A

part THREE

s a CEO or senior executive team leader do you really know
the purpose of your executive team? More importantly, do you
understand its unique value-added role within the enterprise? If I
ask a member of your team what the team purpose is I suspect I
might get an answer such as, “We are here to implement and
achieve our strategy” or “We are here to transform our
organization.” Obviously both answers would have some specifics about the strategy
or organizational transformation. However, the answers would most likely equate the
top team’s purpose with that of the broader organization and, while accurate, it stops
short of identifying the UNIQUE and VALUE-ADDED purpose and role of your
top team.

Being the most senior team in the enterprise comes with certain areas that only it can
own. Such areas constitute real work that can’t be delegated and provides real value
to the success of the enterprise. Defining these areas begins to clarify your senior
team’s unique purpose and dramatically increases the level of engagement, mutual
accountability, collaboration, and shared commitment amongst the executive team
members. Instead of just believing they are coming to just “another meeting” that is
seen as interfering with “my real job which is to run my business or function” –
instead, they are coming to do real meaningful work together that only THEIR
SENIOR TEAM can do. I will give you an example of what one CEO of a large
North American organization did in this regard.
He called a two-day executive team retreat meeting with the expressed purpose of
having his team members raise the level of their contribution from being cooperative
individual contributors, which they were, to collaborative partners sharing the
corporate leadership with him. He asked me to help design and facilitate this meeting.
Working as collaborative partners meant defining what the unique value-adding
work was for the extremely busy executive team members. Through some analysis
and dialogue we arrived at three very key areas of real and unique value-added
work for the team; drive innovation across the enterprise, build a top talent pipeline,
and increase a longer term strategic focus on customers and markets. Implementing
these items has meant overhauling the agenda of the CEO’s meetings and more
importantly clustering the executives in small sub-teams to own, do real work
together, and implement various initiatives that exist outside their respective business
or function. Want to build your executive team? Then have them roll up their sleeves
and do some real work together versus simply discussing, deciding, and delegating. A
top team won’t build itself into high performance – it needs proactive leadership.
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TO CHINA…WITH LOVE

I

have recently returned from Shanghai where I was leading a client
leadership development program for a group of their global executive
leaders. It was my first trip to China, and yes, what they say about this
economic powerhouse in the Far East is true. It is modern, sophisticated,
and open for business with its unique mix of a centralized Communist
government and its own brand of free market Western capitalism.

I was staying at a major hotel in the center of town and being the Western foreigner
that I am, was very observant of my physical surroundings including the manner
in which the Chinese hotel staff worked. The first thing I noticed was the sheer
abundance of staff, and in roles you wouldn’t see in most other western hotels around
the world. There were staff to simply stand by the bank of six elevators to inform
you of the next available one, someone was at every possible door to open it for you,
someone would pour your coffee from the urn during refreshment breaks, and that’s
after someone else had directed you to the urn itself ! It took some time to get used to
this activity and level of service.
I am not sure if this was a way to make sure everyone had a job, or a way to
accelerate the development of as many Chinese people as possible in the ways of
the Western service industry. Interfering with their tasks would have been insensitive
and rude. However, the most noteworthy observation was the very strict unspoken
hierarchy they adhered to even within small groups of staff in the restaurant or
serving the refreshment breaks. If any of us engaged the staff in conversation, asked
a question, or make a request, the ‘manager’ in charge stepped in to handle it –
sometimes literally stepping in front of the employee. It was behaviour that, from a
Western perspective, I thought rude. Of course the question got answered, and the
request responded to promptly with a smile.
However, I couldn’t help but think how demeaning this might have been for the
employee. Or was I just projecting my Western view of leadership etiquette in
judging the situation? The employees seemed very accepting and nonplussed about
this, so obviously this is a culturally acceptable norm – the boss is king.
I have heard from various clients who deal with Chinese companies that this is
the Chinese way of management i.e. the boss makes all the decisions. However, I
wonder how sustainable this “boss is king” approach to management is. Especially
given the extensive exchange China is having with Western capitalism, where
more empowering leadership is the norm, coupled with the increasingly liberated
expression of aspiring young plugged-in, globally aware Chinese workers in or about
to enter the work force.
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After completing my business
commitments I took some
time to be a tourist and visited
the Confucius Temple where
all of this wise man’s sayings
are engraved in Chinese
characters and hung on the
walls of the main temple. I
suspect that if he was alive
in Shanghai today he might
have even said “Confucius
says, those who are oppressed
will make their voices heard”.
Anyway it will be interesting to
watch how this management
style continues to play out
in the years ahead as China
becomes more and more
part of the global business
community. In the meantime
enjoy your dim sum and
green tea.

“

–General George Patton
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Never tell people
how to do things.
Tell them what to
do and they will
surprise you with
their ingenuity.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT IS
ESSENTIALLY PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Y

ears ago, prior to serendipitously stumbling into the field of
Leadership and Organizational Development in the mid-80s,
my wife and I ran an outdoor adventure leadership school for
young men. This was fashioned after Outward Bound and included
robust adventure-based activities with real and perceived risk such
as rock-climbing, white-water canoeing, mountain backpacking,
obstacle courses, and the like.

The school was (and still is) named Educo Adventure School. The word Educo
(actually educe in Latin) is the Latin root word for education and, means “to draw
forth from within.” Of course the reality of education today is quite the opposite perhaps a topic for another blog.
The real impact of this adventure-based approach to developing leadership comes
from putting people in a stretch zone of manageable discomfort and largely
perceived risk. These young men were required to access inner capabilities while
changing their debilitating self-talk telling them why they couldn’t do something, all
in an environment of supportive teammates going through the same experience. In
essence, they were forced to rapidly become acquainted with their latent courage and
strength, as well as the frailties within evoked by the present challenge and stress. This
was deeply personal work for these young men.
Fast forward about 30 years and here I am an executive leadership consultant and
coach essentially doing the same thing, only with added experience and tools, and
in a corporate context versus rushing water, rock faces, snow-clad mountains and
dense bush – all apt metaphors for executive corporate life mind you. Isn’t leadership
development essentially the self-awareness of personal strengths and vulnerabilities
and the increasing mastery of managing our behavioral choices in that context?
And if leadership development is essentially deeply personal, then it needs to include
a consideration of personal purpose, values, and vision. Why do I lead? Why would/
should people follow me? What do I want to accomplish? What do I want my
leadership legacy to be? What do I stand for? What do I want my leadership to look
like in the future?
Answers to these questions define meaning for ourselves and ultimately impacts those
who follow us. I don’t think we can honestly declare we are in the game of leadership
development until we embrace these questions, among others, in our reflection. The
answers will be as unique as our fingerprints and ultimately define our personal
leadership brand. When articulated such answers are what give others something
to follow.
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“

My life is an indivisible whole,
and all my activities run into one
another. My life is my message.
–Mahatma Ghandi
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LEADING IN AN A.D.D. WORLD:
GIVE SOMETHING PEOPLE CAN FOLLOW

“

I

Who you are thunders so loud I
can’t hear a word you are saying.
–Ralph Waldo Emerson

had a lunch recently with a colleague who is also in the field of executive
development. He is doing some personal research and writing on the
challenges of leading in a virtual world filled with a multitude of distractions
that continually take people on off-ramps to wherever their unfocused
curiosity takes them.

We had an interesting dialogue on the topic and it got me thinking. There is a
staggering statistic that says two-thirds of social network users do so mostly at work –
think about that productivity drain.
As a leader, how can you engage and keep the attention and focus of others when
their smartphone is vibrating or they stand transfixed in front of abundantly
accessible flat screens watching weather updates, stocks tickering, and images of riots
in the Middle East.
Obviously your leadership has to cut through the noise so that, metaphorically
speaking, it is your “news” on their screen, your voice in their headphones, and your
message causing their smartphones to vibrate.
However, you have to be follow-able! You have to give people something to follow
to wake them up from their semi-comatose state of distractibility and vagueness. I
contend that these days more than ever demands leadership that is clear, compelling,
and courageous, and that has an intensity of purpose, focus, and direction that
carries greater amplitude and altitude than the competing and incessant distractions
that assault us daily.
Dial it up! Be bold! Stand out! Be concise! Be compelling.
And above all be clear! If you don’t you are just another distraction.
There is an adage that goes “If you don’t know where you are going, any road will
take you there.” Better know where you are going so there is something and someone
to follow.
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Executives GET REAL FEEDBACK
TOO LATE IN THEIR CAREERS

T

part one

erry (fictitious name of a real executive) was a 53 year old executive
in a large international energy company and had been head of
Treasury for the past five years. He was seen as having executive
officer potential, i.e. future CFO in his case, by the firm’s top team
and his name was one of 11 executives that my associate and I were
asked to assess and build a development plan for.

After a comprehensive assessment process that included 360° feedback using the
company’s customized strategic executive leadership competency model, select
psychometric instruments, an in-depth character/personality interview and a
“Day in the Life’ executive simulation, we provided our observations and informed
perspective about the executive office potential for those we were assessing.
When Terry’s name came up for review with the top team we covered off his
strengths and vulnerabilities but concluded that in our view, if Terry were to be
promoted to CFO there were some pretty significant flaws that would seriously
hinder success in that role. Further, these were traits that were “hard-wired” and
thus not developable in the runway he had left in his career. This was difficult for the
top team members to swallow as Terry had been brilliant in Treasury and they were
hoping he might be the successor to the current CFO.
Nonetheless, it was clear to us he would not be able to manage the complexity and
more importantly lead the people (a particularly glaring fatal flaw we noted) of a
large and more diverse organization about to go through major change. As an honest
objective dialogue ensued amongst the top team, everyone who knew Terry and had
seen him in action began to agree and confirm our findings, albeit reluctantly.
This was not about hi-jacking Terry’s career but rather to save both Terry and the
company some disappointment and tough decisions later on. The top team later
decided to take him off the CFO successor list and re-design his role to improve his
effectiveness and success –the exact right thing to do in his case.
However, now my associate and I had to conduct a two-hour feedback session with
Terry himself and that was the real eye opener. More on this in the next blog… so
tune in.
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“

The question, ‘Who ought to be boss?’,
is like asking, ‘Who ought to be the
tenor in the quartet?’ Obviously, the
man who can sing tenor.
–Henry Ford

Executives Get Feedback
TOO LATE IN THEIR CAREERS

M

part TWO
y colleague and I sat down with Terry for a two hour feedback
dialogue. As you will recall from Part One of my blog entry,
Terry was a 53 year old senior manager being evaluated as
a potential CFO succession candidate and future executive
officer for a large international energy company.

Our assessment process was customized to the company strategic direction, was
multi-modal (including video footage) and quite thorough, so we were quite
confident about the insights and results we were about to review with Terry. The
feedback process involved going through in dialogue fashion each of the self-scored
psychometrics we used, observation highlights from the Day in the Life of an
Executive assessment center which included some select video footage, key themes
from the career interview and finally the messages conveyed through his 360°
feedback. Of course, we included our perspective on his strengths and vulnerabilities
as a potential future executive.
As we went through the feedback process I noticed that Terry’s expression was
increasingly sullen. While Terry certainly possessed considerable strengths having
achieved his current role as Director of Treasury, he also had some pretty significant
vulnerabilities that were factors in his consideration as a CFO candidate. The most
notable of these was his evident failure as a team leader. The working environment
he created was toxic; he lacked interpersonal skills, placed very little importance on
developing others, and was inept in building an effective team.
All these might be overlooked somewhat if he was an individual functional specialist,
however, as a potential CFO he would be leading a department of about 200 in
a company going through a lot of change. However, the kicker was that this was
virtually new news to him! Here he was entering the last third of his working life and
he had NEVER had this feedback before.
And this wasn’t just situational. Other assessments we used plus our observations of,
and exchanges with Terry highlighted the fact that he had strong tendencies to be
volatile, distrustful, indecisive and arrogant suggesting that such traits were part of his
core make up….or as we say in the business, “hard-wired” and thus very difficult to
change in any short time frame. In short, he did not have a hope in hell of being
a successful CFO in this company. The sad part is that he was devastated with what
he heard.
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If Terry had gotten some
clearer feedback 15-20 years
earlier he would have had
some time to do something
about it to improve his
career trajectory.
This is a career tragedy
and completely avoidable.
Companies should invest
much more in assessing
and providing feedback
to their mid-career talent
and not wait until they are
senior leaders late in their
career. This would also
clearly message to such
talent the company’s value
in development which is a
significant lever for retaining
high potentials.

“

Get the right
people on the
bus and in the
right seat.
©iStockphoto.com/retrorocket

–Jim Collins

IS YOUR LEADERSHIP ACTUALLY CREATING
OR DESTROYING SUSTAINABLE VALUE?

I

am writing this blog looking through two lenses simultaneously; one a
consultant to executive leaders, and two, a person who has investments in
publicly traded companies whom I am hoping will help fund my retirement.

A CEO of a publicly traded company is accountable to a Board, who in turn
represents the investment constituency (pension funds, individuals, etc.) to the
company, among other constituents like regulators, analysts, and the like. Pressure for
quarterly returns from shareholders like me, who vote with their investment dollars,
can be relentless and unforgiving. It can often force the Board to push for increasingly
short term initiatives to be taken by company management to meet shareholder
return expectations which, by the way, likely also line the pockets of the executives,
depending on their incentive package.
Patrick Thomas, CEO of one of the most successful brands in the world, Hermes,
remarked once, “If you tell me I have to double the profit of Hermes, I will do it
tomorrow. But then you’d have no Hermes left in five years.”
Here is where my two lenses collide. My typical advice to executive leaders is based
on a strongly held professional belief I have, and which is also supported by research,
that CEOs and executive leaders who take the long view and lead from a platform of
inspired personal purpose, virtuous values, and informed collaborative advice from a
high performing executive team focused on unleashing the potential of the employees
of their organization, will always create solid sustainable value. Even if the short
term results are not particularly spectacular at times.
However, as an individual investor I might experience impatience with such an
investment that plateaus or declines over two quarters or so and take my investment
dollars elsewhere... which I have done often, although often disappointed by the lure
of greener pastures. I know that greed destroys value and it makes me wonder to
what degree this drives me a little at times.
This presents an interesting personal paradox of two competing priorities for me –
the pursuit of short term personal financial gain for me versus long term sustainable
value creation that effectively led organizations can create for their shareholders,
employees, and communities. I don’t have a solution for this as I do need to fund my
eventual retirement in some way, and also want to provide sound advice to executive
leaders that is true to my best knowledge and professional integrity.
However, I will say this. Achieving solid results is non-negotiable for executive
leadership in publicly traded (and privately owned) companies. It ultimately becomes
a matter of approach. Of course companies can and should actively choose their
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preferred investment
‘customers’ like they do
the market segments they
want to operate in and
align their shareholder
ROI approaches
accordingly.
I still stand by my
aforementioned belief
about the kind of
leadership that creates
sustainable value, and
ultimately a better
economic and prosperous
world. So I am finding
that my personal
investment bias is also
becoming increasingly
aligned with this. We have
discovered the hard way
in 2008, and maybe will
still have to keep learning
that greed is NOT good.

–Anonymous
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“

If you don’t
stand for
something
you will fall
for anything.

“

Purpose. Your Aim, your reason for
being. Your reason for getting up in
the morning. Every one of us needs
a reason to get up in the morning.
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–Richard Leider
“The Power of Purpose”

HOW I GOT STARTED

O

part one

ver the years I have had a number of people who aspired to get
into the Leadership and Organization Development consulting
ask to meet with me to hear my story and hopefully glean some
insights they could use to help them. I will always provide time
for these exchanges and I’ve found that through such discourses
I actually do have some insights such as:

•

Take note of where you have naturally been effective
and successful.

•

Be a candid and critical examiner of your strengths and
vulnerabilities.

•

Be curious with others.

•

Take risks and work at “little over your head” from time to time.

•

Know your professional value proposition.

•

Be clear at least about what options are NOT for you.

Some background is important. During the dozen years after I graduated from
university in 1972 I was involved in a number of interesting experiences, all which
prepared me for entry into my current work. These included being a Managing
Director in a spiritually-oriented intentional community focused on providing
leadership and lifestyle management programs, leading an outdoor adventure
leadership program fashioned after Outward Bound called Educo Adventure School
(mentioned in an earlier blog), and being the Program Director for an innovative
community-based program for juvenile delinquents called Twin Valleys School.
This last role involved designing and putting into place an innovative whole person
educational program which included academics, life skills, peer counseling, an
outdoor adventure leadership program, and sports and recreation. After we were
forced to close Twin Valleys due to government funding drying up, my wife, our two
sons (20 months and 6 weeks old at the time), and I loaded up a pickup truck with
all our belongings roped on and headed to live with my wife’s parents in Toronto as
a base for the next chapter of our lives. If the image the Beverly Hillbillies comes to
mind you are not too far off. We thought we would be there for two months however
it became 14 months. I had a number of job offers from various social service
agencies, which I turned down while also starting and ending within a few short
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“

Whatever you can do, or dream you
can, begin it. Boldness has genius,
power and magic in it.
–Goethe

months an entrepreneurial business selling nuts. At least I knew what I didn’t want to
do and had the sense to act on that!
For the next three years I ran my own renovation construction business as a means of
income and to buy time until the next steps were clearer. One day I got a call from a
colleague of mine who was providing a week-long management development training
program for her client and who wanted me to design and facilitate a one day outdoor
leadership experience to bring to life some key leadership and team development
principles and concepts. I had not previously worked with business managers before
and so this was new territory for me. I fulfilled the request, drawing on my previous
experiences in the field of adventure-based learning, adding my own unique sprinkle
of innovation and apparent natural flare for facilitation.
It was a huge success and, aside from some trepidation about working with a business
audience, it was relatively effortless. I remember very clearly thinking two things; one,
I didn’t know one could actually make money doing this and two, I had found my
calling and there was no turning back.
So how did I get started?
While I didn’t know exactly what I wanted or needed to do, at least I knew what
I didn’t want to do, which left me attentive to discover other possibilities, knowing
confidently that I would know what was next when I saw it. Isn’t luck really where
preparation meets opportunity anyway?
More in Part Two as this epiphany still needed to be monetized!
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HOW I GOT STARTED

D

part TWO
iscovering and then committing to pursuing this new field of
Leadership and Organizational Development, as I indicated in
Part One, does not put food on the table. For the three years that
I was doing my renovation construction business, I was gradually
increasing my time and revenue in the newly found management
development work.

Finally I crossed the line and was able to make enough monthly income from the
new work to leave my burgeoning renovation business behind. This was 1986 and
my family and I could survive on $2500/month after tax. At the time of crossing the
line I actually turned down a $100K renovation project from an architect who liked
using me but would have taken up 100% of my time for a number of weeks. I had to
make the inner-directed leap or there would always be an excuse to pull back into a
comfort zone. I have not looked back since crossing the line.

While I picked up the tools of my trade from other thought leaders, various
workshops, and working with other consultants, I was concerned about the lack of
my professional credentials. My only real academic claim to fame was a 1972 BA
in Zoology (yes…Zoology – another story for another time) from the University
of Western Ontario. As I have mentioned in my Foreword, there were only very
expensive and obscure alternative schools out there beginning to offer some programs
on change management and organization development.
I did hear about a progressive M Ed program called Developing the Human
Resource (DHR) offered through OISE (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education)
out of the University of Toronto. I met with the innovative director Bill Alexander
and he and I hit it off famously. He was looking forward to welcoming me into his
program, which also matched my enthusiasm for potentially attending. However my
application, which was fortified with glowing reference letters from existing clients, hit
a brick wall with the U of T registrar. Because my last year of undergraduate marks
in 1972 at UWO was only a ‘C+’, it was requested that I redo my last year to get my
marks up to a ‘B’. This would have taken two more years part time – something I
could ill afford to do with a family to feed and an eagerness to dive into my new field
more fully.
Screw this…the system was simply not ready for me. So I moved on. This is the last
time I pursued so called “higher education” in the OD field. Interestingly enough in
the mid-90s I designed and taught a post-diploma OD program at Sheridan College
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“

What dreams do you need to act on so
that you’ll feel that you’ve lived a life of
‘no regrets’ when you reach the end.
–Norman Cousins
for three semesters based solely on the consulting work I had been doing. Lesson
here…who you are still trumps any degree you have.
In the late 80s, after crossing the line, I was applying my expertise and
commercializing my living through adventure-based and activity-based learning
management development programs, which were a very popular and sought after
approach at the time. Most often this involved setting up and running high and
low ropes course initiatives focused on team-building, group problem solving,
collaboration, trust-building, and stretching personal limits in controlled risk
situations.
I, and my team, would work with groups from 30-200 at a time in a powerful oneday outdoor program. We always found it easy to unleash the energy and motivate
the participants to change the culture of their organization once they returned. It
was always disheartening to then hear a few weeks later that that leadership intents
and dreams were distant memories as the structure, systems, and processes of the
organization slowly wore them down.
It was then that I realized that my work was doing these leaders a
disservice. Working with just the individual leaders and getting them all
jacked up was not enough!
A good seed planted in bad soil is a waste. I needed to know much more about the
organization – the soil — before I could really help leaders – the seeds – design and
manage sustainable change for their organizations.
Thus began my pursuit of a more complete mastery in leadership and organization
development. The lesson here is to never stop challenging and change your beliefs
and assumptions if they aren’t working. Remain curious.
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Do not follow where the path may
lead. Go instead where there is no
path, and leave a trail.
–Rens Afferopeolis

AMBIGUITY IS NIRVANA FOR LEADERS

O

ne of my global clients is midway through a major regional
reorganization in Europe. Before the reorganization, which was
announced a year ago, all functions and operations reported to
a country manager (of which there were quite a few in Europe)
who was ultimately accountable for the full P&L. All sales,
marketing, supply chain, and production is being integrated into
one European structure with only one sales force, one supply chain, one production
capacity, and, for the most part, one P&L. This initiative has been thought about
for years and is strategically the right thing to do in that region and for the company
globally. It is also well supported and endorsed, at least intellectually, by the
European leaders. What they didn’t fully anticipate was the degree of chaos needing
to be managed and the strategic leadership required in such a transition.
While new reporting relationships were part of this game-changing announcement
a year ago, the majority of details were still to be worked out along the way. While
progress has been made, a year later processes are still evolving and many details are
ongoing and need resolution. One of the most significant challenges is that the senior
leaders in Europe have now been shifting from the initial strategy of a “follow us”
message to the troops, to a clear message of “We don’t have the answers. Don’t wait
for us. Take charge of your situations and we will support you. Be empowered.”
This is something previously unheard of in this company as they have realized that
empowered leaders’ equals speed of implementation. The new rules are not clear,
the long-term roadmap not immediately apparent, and the right actions not always
certain. Isn’t this the perfect climate for leadership? David Spangler, a spiritual
thought leader from Findhorn, Scotland, and whose work I read back in the days
of my hippie-dom, once said “Leadership appears in one who has clarity in the
moment” and not necessarily the one(s) who have positional authority. When the
path is not clear, waiting and hesitating does not make it clearer. George Land, a
noted thought leader on organizational change proposed that organizations that
navigate change well do three things well:
1. They know where they came from.
2. They know where they want to go.
3. They know how to learn quickly on the way.
You thought I was going to say they know how to get there didn’t you? In
transformation no one really knows completely “how to get there.” This state of
ambiguity is nirvana for leaders as they can shape the future. In this environment
leaders take charge and learn on the way and that gives others something and
someone to follow.
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WHAT LEADERSHIP AND
RHYTHM & BLUES HAVE IN COMMON

I

“

If you don’t know where you’re
going any road will take you there.
–George Harrison

play guitar and sing background vocals in my band Boomerang (check us
out at www.boomerangband.ca). We play classic R&B and soul covers from
the late 60s and early 70s. What was coined “soul” music back then came
mostly from the Motown and Atlantic music labels. It was THE R&B of
that era. However, it is a timeless generation-crossing music genre that is
still distinctive today, even among the dozens of niches that populate the
musical spectrum.
The essence of R&B is a groove created by the interplay of unique drum, bass,
guitar, and percussion riffs which on their own can be very monotonous, but when
integrated together creates a soul-stirring “stew” that lifts people off their feet and
onto the dance floor. You can’t sit still once you let a good R&B groove get under
your skin. It generates movement. It creates a kind of elation. It even helps overcome
personal inhibitions or self-consciousness about dancing. So you could even dance
like Seinfeld’s Elaine with no inhibitions! It doesn’t even have to be a live band. You
are alone in the car with your iPod or radio and that Stevie Wonder R&B tune comes
on and suddenly you are singing at the top of your lungs, your spirit is lifted, and
maybe you are even brought to tears.
Good R&B does that….and so do effective leaders.
Now think of a time when you were influenced by an effective leader. Effective
leaders, through their actions and behaviors, create a groove that gets under your skin
and moves you. Of course moving others means they are accessing your discretionary
energy – the energy that only you can personally choose to give. If you as a leader
(and remember leadership is an activity rather than a position) don’t create the
groove that stirs the soul, then people won’t be lifted to the dance floor of your team
or organization.
What is that elusive groove you ask? That is for you to discover. Gain mastery of your
instrument, know your part, listen to your other band members, and let ‘er rip.
Warren Bennis once said “Leaders must encourage their organizations to
dance to forms of music yet to be heard.”
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“

It’s easy to get good players.
Getting them to play together,
that’s the hard part.
–Casey Stengel

I

LOOKING TO THE PAST TO BE
MORE EFFECTIVE IN THE FUTURE
am on an extended business trip in France that has necessitated me staying
over the weekend in Europe. A German colleague of mine invited me to
visit him at his home in Berlin, as he knew my interest to explore this very
vibrant city. I took him up on the invitation as it would break up my week
and refresh me for my second week of client work in France.

As I write this I am flying back to Paris after a wonderful time in Berlin capped off
by visiting a museum exhibit called Permagnon, which is a newly excavated city from
Greco-Roman times. Perhaps it is the beauty of this sunny warm September day,
or the fact that I am tired in a very relaxed way, but I find myself reflecting on the
lessons historical events can teach leaders of today.
While I am not particularly a museum buff from the standpoint of being a student
of history, I do enjoy what a good museum visit does to me, and particularly one
on the Roman Empire. While viewing the architecture, the pottery, the statues,
and countless other artifacts I keep trying to imagine the actual artists, laborers,
aristocrats, and others who actually touched and handled these very items. I have
been to Rome to experience what they have preserved, Cairo to see how the Roman
Empire spread there (something I didn’t realize at the time), and of course now
Berlin with the Permagnon exhibit. I came away from those experiences with a sense
of awe and wonder about how life was in this grand empire centuries ago.
It also makes me question what we have learned, if anything, from our history. I
don’t know enough about the reasons for the fall of the Roman Empire to comment,
although the demise of any civilization or corporation for that matter is usually
because of the self-satisfied arrogance of the leaders and/or the inward-oriented selfabsorbing bureaucracy of the enterprise that loses touch with its markets, customers,
and employees or citizens as the case may be and is not agile enough to adapt to
changing times.
To translate this to a current leadership consideration, I am not always certain that
there is sufficient appreciation and empathy for the past given by executive leaders
who take over companies or divisions and feel the urgency to “make an impact”
immediately. Do they take the time to thoroughly understand the foundational past
of the company and what this means for the future of their organization? Are there
lessons and insights that lie in the rubble of the past that can be interpreted anew to
ensure the path forward is connected to these strong foundations or so mistakes are
not repeated?
Peter Senge, along with his colleagues at MIT at the time, published his ground
breaking work called The Fifth Discipline in the early 90s in which he coined
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the phrase “the learning
organization.” He highlighted
the lack of systemic
thinking that goes on in
corporations which causes
unintended consequences
to befall the most wellmeaning of initiatives. It is
this learning “disability” of
leaders that causes mistakes
to be repeated, often with
dire consequences for the
organization and the leader
him or herself.

“

–Charles Darwin
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It is not the
strongest of
the species that
survive, nor the
most intelligent,
but the one
most responsive
to change.

I

INEFFECTIVE SENIOR LEADERS CAN BE
MADDENING…AND DAMAGING
love what I do. Working with senior executive leaders who have complex
challenges, demanding professional (and I am sure personal) lives, and
significant job responsibilities is fascinating, inspiring, and enlivening for me.
However, there are times and situations in my work that I find maddening.

CEO and senior executive readers of this blog may find what I am going
to say somewhat annoying and may assume that I am just a high-priced consultant
spouting off a bunch of principles and platitudes and who really doesn’t understand
what you really go through. So be it, but at least hear me out and then make your
own conclusions. I do know leadership and can spot both effective and ineffective
kinds.
At a recent executive leadership program I conducted for a major global company,
we invited the CEO to participate in a dialogue with a cohort of some of the most
senior leaders in the organization. The intent of such a session was to provide an
opportunity and forum for a more intimate conversation and idea exchange with
the CEO around various topics and issues. The session was conducted over an
extended lunch with everyone sitting around a large table. As he did not want to
come “unprepared”, he had asked for questions ahead of time which we complied
with. His historical approach has been to react to questions quite formally versus
expressing his unscripted point of view about the vision and strategy of the company.
That is fine except this has always been his approach to communication opportunities
like this. Thus, those around him rarely know what he really thinks about the focus,
direction, issues, and challenges of the company. So with 20 of his top leaders at the
table this was a prime opportunity!
After lunch dishes were cleared we commenced with the Q&A session. As question
after question was asked by the participants he gave his answers, having already
thought about what his reply would be. It was hardly a dialogue because there was no
way to challenge his comments as they were tightly packaged in his logic and reason.
The participants were afraid to explore and open up different viewpoints as to do so
might be a “career-limiting” move. Many of the questions were meant to understand
reasoning and strategy behind various decisions made by him and his closest senior
advisors (none of whom were at the table), and also seek answers to questions around
the future direction of the company.
The agitation of the CEO was palpable at the nature of the questions as was the
rising frustration of the senior executives sitting around the table. His answers lacked
the openness to further explore the topics. At one point the CEO challenged them,
“You are all leaders of your units. Take a vision for what you are doing and make a
proposal (for new initiatives or actions).”
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A leader is a dealer in hope.
–Napoleon Bonaparte

Interesting choice of words. What did he really say? Be a leader and take charge
(yes – good as is) but I, the CEO, will still need to approve your proposal. Seems to
me the brake and accelerator were on at the same time. Physics tells me that doesn’t
create much momentum.
Interestingly enough, this is a company that could really benefit from more
entrepreneurialism, empowerment, and speed of action. When the CEO left and
we talked about what happened, the group was very frustrated, verging on rebellion.
They had seen this before. Thousands of people ultimately report to those gathered
and the CEO blew a rare opportunity to inspire, engage, and unleash the leadership
of his most senior executives. Needless to say, I was also frustrated, but for a different
reason. I had just witnessed the disastrous impact of poor leadership at a critical
moment of truth. This exchange is now part of the executive memory of those
gathered, and a story to be amplified in the organization. Their deflation was very
evident.
I have a great deal of respect for anyone with a demanding job in a major company,
particularly if it is publicly traded and perhaps under increasing performance
pressure as this company is. However, there is never an excuse for poor leadership.
Wasn’t this the time to unleash the smart, engaged, and competent team of people
he had around him? Wasn’t this the time to have them turn their energy to the issues
at hand quickly and intelligently, instead of making proposals that have to navigate a
decision-making bureaucracy? Wasn’t this the time to empower versus control?
You be the judge.
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LEADERSHIP AS A STATE OF MIND

U

ntil recently I was a partner in a large global management
consulting firm. There were two different Global Managing
Directors during the nine years I was there and their leadership
impact was dramatically different.

By nature, a management consulting firm has a strong centrifugal
force which throws the consultants into airplanes, out of offices to client sites, leaving
face to face time with the firm’s management leaders at a premium. It might only
be once a year at a partners meeting that a personal exchange might happen with
the Global Managing Director. And while local office management (of which I was
also a part) was more accessible because of reasonable geographical co-location, the
degree of face-to-face exchange didn’t happen much more frequently. With email,
teleconferences, and occasionally video being the primary communication links
between the firm’s professional staff and top management, the content, tone, and
volume of what was conveyed through these media became very instrumental in
terms of the impact it would have.
Between the two leaders I am referencing here, there was an interesting contrast
in leadership impact. One leader rarely communicated, and when he did, it came
across as ad hoc and not tied to any specific milestone such as launching a new year
or winning some new large client work. It also lacked substance – a lot of words but
no concrete message that was leaning into the future with some focus and direction.
There were also long gaps between communications so during these times various
stories would circulate informally about decisions that we would hear this particular
leader had made or avoided, and it had the impact of creating bewilderment at
times and disgust and frustration at other times. This obviously diminished the
level of respect this leader garnered. In short we didn’t listen to nor respect him
all that much.
In contrast, the other leader communicated frequently, clearly, and at important
milestones. His messages conveyed a grasp of the issues and challenges going on in
the market and within the firm and what we needed and wanted to do to move into
the future. There was clarity and conviction in his messages. So we listened. One
was “on the job” and the other wasn’t. With one I had the feeling I was being led
somewhere and the other I didn’t.
I believe that employees in large and geographically dispersed organizations have the
same experience as I am describing with respect to their CEO and his/her senior
management team. Inherently we “know” if our senior leaders are “on the job” and
if we are being led and taken somewhere, even if we never meet them personally.
The same applies to our political leaders.
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So what is the message here for those reading
and who are in leadership positions? You
can’t hide. Pay attention to the quality
and quantity of your “presence” every
day and communicate with empathy and
understanding of the issues and challenges
that employees are facing. Make sure your
comments have a line of sight to the vision
for the future. If you don’t, won’t or can’t do
that then, step down and let a real leader take
your place for your sake and those who are
following the position you are holding.

“

A man who
wants to lead the
orchestra must
turn his back on
the crowd.
–Max Lucado

–Albert Einstein
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“

We cannot solve our problems
with the same thinking we
used to create them.

SEASONS, CYCLES AND LEADERSHIP

I

live in Canada near Toronto and have a family cottage on a lake in a
beautiful region of lakes, rocks, and woods named Muskoka. In this part of
Canada there are definitely four seasons, each one about three months in
length – spring, summer, fall, winter. My parents purchased the cottage in
1958 and I have been going there every summer since I was a little boy.

Given the significant ice build-up on the lake over the frigid winter our dock has to
be removed. So late spring every year we put our dock in the lake in front of our
cottage and take it out and store it towards the end of the summer – a cycle that
been repeated 54 years and counting. I have just returned home from doing that
very thing this year. There are a number of cottages adjacent to ours who also
require taking their dock in and out. For the past several years all the men along our
shore gather en masse to participate in this annual ritual amidst jokes, barbs, grunts,
and copious amounts of beer. Of course the elders, like me and others in the motley
crew, now witness our sons participating, lustily knowing we can be confident that
this ritual will continue long after we are gone by the young men we used to be
30 years ago.
Putting the dock in the lake signals the beginning of a glorious cottage summer.
Taking the dock out signals the end of summer, and for most involved, the return to
a busy fall season of school, business meetings, and home projects that have been put
on hold all summer. Once the docks come out and my wife and I, and other family
members close up the cottage for another year, I have always found the drive home
to be very reflective and melancholy. This dock ritual marks the passage of time in
years – 54 and counting as mentioned. But it isn’t just that. This milestone ritual
causes me to step back, take stock of what I have done or didn’t do during the
summer and then take charge of my fall priorities. To make a regular process of
reflectively and honestly taking stock and then taking charge is to make growth a
living, continuous process.
It seems that milestones or cycles seem to stimulate this occurrence best whether
birthdays, weddings, funerals, Thanksgivings, and anniversaries on the personal level,
and project completions, year ends, new strategies, and leadership changes on the
business level. Or, it can be putting out and taking in cottage docks.
All of these things mark the passage of time, our most valuable resource, and if
we miss the reflective moment…well, we miss it and there’s no going back. These
milestones can’t be manufactured to be as substantial as the real moment they occur.
Just try celebrating a birthday the month after it really is or buying a Christmas
present in January. I believe good leaders know how to leverage such natural
moments and transition opportunities to both reflect on their own effectiveness and
also help their organizations do so as well. And if they don’t, they should. I say,
why waste a good milestone?
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TAKING STOCK OF YOUR YEAR:
A LEADER’S REFLECTION

A

s this blog gets posted it is winter solstice eve in the northern
hemisphere where I live– the longest day of darkness in the whole
year – about 15 hours to be exact. The light grudgingly reverses this
in six months, initially at about a minute a day, and then begins to
wane again towards another winter solstice. Every year. Amazing
really – a grand humbling universal drama that unfolds around us
and is barely discernible until we one day have to put on a winter coat instead of a
wind breaker, or can shed a sweater for a T-shirt.
As the daylight diminished in the fall many years ago the ancient Mayans in Mexico
would start ritualistically sacrificing their strongest males as an offering to the Sun
God to bring the sun back. Of course it began to work every year on the winter
solstice. They didn’t know any better. We have come a long way from this…or have
we? What sacrifices do we make to get the sun to come back in our lives at this time
of year? Do we beat ourselves up each year for the same failings we knew about a
year ago and that we have done nothing about this past year?

The darkness and chill of these days pulls us indoors and inside ourselves. It is a time
to reflect and take stock of the year as we take our seasonal breaks from work and
turn our thoughts to a new season, a new year, and a new start. It is a time to forgive
ourselves for actions not taken, or dreams not actualized instead of beating ourselves
up. BUT then find the commitment anew to take charge and not let another year go
by where these things remain undone. A key question to ask is: Has this really been a
year of growing wiser and more knowledgeable or has it just been a repeat of the last
year? Over the last five years? Are we really evolving and different? Are we learning?
As I close out this year and my last blog for 2012 I want to pose some questions that I
think leaders like you should be asking – no matter what kind of organization or team
you are providing leadership for or what stage of career you are at.
These are also questions I ask myself as I write this blog.
•

Is my team and/or organization in better shape now than at the
start of the year?

•

Have I mobilized the ideas and initiatives I really care about and
are important for our success?

•

Did I engage, elevate, and develop those on my team and
organization that are really part of the future?

•

Did I deal firmly with those who were not aligned with my/our
vision and either redeployed them and/or helped them exit?
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If there is a spark of genius...it must lie in
the transcending ability, a kind of magic, to
assemble—out of all the alternatives—a clear,
articulated vision of the future that is at once
simple, easily understood, clearly desirable,
and energizing.
–Warren Bennis & Burt Nanus
“Leaders”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have I made sure that I have made time and been fully present
with those who are important to me in my personal life?
Have I been fully authentic and transparent with my constituents?
Did I act with boldness, courage, and decisiveness when that
was required?
Am I a more effective leader?
Have I been able to increase the level of trust in my team?
Am I happy?
Am I evolving as a leader?

Questions asked in a binary yes/no fashion enable reflection to be sharper. These,
and perhaps many other similar questions, call for some deeply honest reflection,
which in turn is the seedbed for growth.
It is said that enlightenment comes more from asking the right questions than arriving
at the answers. I think good answers also lead to more and different questions.
And so the cycle continues like the ebb and flow of winter and summer solstice and
the differing amounts of daylight and darkness. How can leadership wisdom not help
but evolve on that basis?

Have a great year!
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ABOUT JOHN SWAIN & ASSOCIATES

J

ohn Swain & Associates is a consulting firm with over 27 years of global
expertise in strategic leadership development, executive talent management,
executive team mastery, collaborative strategy development and
implementation, and change management. We provide consulting services to
public and private companies throughout North America, Europe and
Africa, most notably within the Energy, Life & Health Sciences, Manufacturing and
Financial Services industries.

Our Value Proposition
John Swain & Associates has deep expertise in delivering innovative, high-impact
solutions that leverage leadership and organizational effectiveness, helping companies
compete and grow.
We work with CEOs, executives and their teams to overcome their leadership
challenges by:
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•

Building leadership capacity to drive strategy

•

Ensuring a sustainable executive talent pipeline

•

Developing a clear strategic direction with a focus on full commitment
and ability to execute

•

Building and sustaining an effective top team

•

Crafting and conducting high impact meetings that energize and motivate

Enabling leaders & their organizations to
achieve success and fulfillment

416.707.6462
www.swainassociates.net

